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NOT RUNNING WILD WITH THE CISG

Joseph Lookofsky

I. General Introduction

In determining the boundaries of supranational legislation some courts adopt an expansionist (dynamic) line. To take a well-known regional example, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) has long been engaged in an exercise in expansionist interpretation, thus broadening the scope of European Union legislation at the expense of the political discretion of EU Member States. Though surely seeking to advance what it sees as the Union’s best interests, the ECJ sometimes “runs amok,” actively extending regional rules in ways...
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2. See Alter & Hefler, supra note 1, at 2 (concerns that international judges may run amok).
that constrain national sovereignty beyond what the Members had originally intended.\(^3\) Or, as one of my Copenhagen colleagues once put it: the ECJ is “running wild.”\(^4\)

Among other things, the ECJ interprets the scope of European Union private law,\(^5\) and the ECJ sometimes runs wild with that.\(^6\) But since the focus of my present investigation is international private law: the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sales of Goods (CISG),\(^7\) I can only focus on the kind(s) of treaty interpretation undertaken by national courts.\(^8\)

These national courts have the “final word” by default, simply because no supranational court has the authority to interpret that Convention: neither the meaning of its individual provisions, nor the treaty’s overall scope. Although that saves us from top-down expansionist domination, the retention of judicial sovereignty by the many Contracting States is not without its own downside. Indeed, the activity of the CISG court-collective has been aptly likened to an orchestra without a conductor,\(^9\) and the resulting discord seems amplified by the strains of an increasingly diverse academic choir.\(^10\)

---

3. See id.
4. See RASMUSSEN, supra note 1, at 44, 46, 64, 81, 101, 102, 142, 178, 303, 402, 420, 513, 520, 524 (with numerous concrete examples); but see Cappelletti, supra note 1.
7. I consciously avoid using the phrase “private international law” (in American parlance: “conflict of laws”) since that phrase designates a different area of “international” law. See, e.g., JOSEPH LOOKOFSKY & KETILBJØRN HERTZ, EU-PIL: EUROPEAN UNION PRIVATE INTERNATIONAL LAW IN CONTRACT AND TORT (1st ed. 2009).
9. See generally infra Part II.
Although I have not counted heads, it seems to me that most national courts have thus far preferred narrow CISG treaty interpretation. This contrasts with the expansive preference of most CISG academics, that which our German colleagues sometimes obliquely refer to as the “prevailing [collective] opinion.” In the eyes of this academic majority, the real evil-doers are the non-expansionists, including those who advocate a greater degree of rule-competition along the borderline between the CISG and domestic law.

In attaching an arguably pejorative epithet to the broader brand of CISG interpretation (which its advocates prefer to dub “dynamic”), I should emphasize that some commentators, myself included, prefer an issue-by-issue approach. So, perhaps inevitably, some of my CISG views have been judged eager to capitalize).


13. See, e.g., Schwenzer, in COMMENTARY ON THE UN Convention on the International Sale of Goods (CISG) 431 (Peter Schlechtriem & Ingeborg Schwenzer eds., 2d 2005) (citing Honnold’s 3rd edition to document what Professor Schwenzer describes as the “preponderant view” in England and the USA: that non-conformity “remedies under the CISG are exclusive remedies”). But the source cited by Professor Schwenzer hardly provides support for that expansionist proposition. See JOHN HONNOLD, UNIFORM LAW FOR INTERNATIONAL SALES UNDER THE 1980 UNITED NATIONS Convention 262–63, ¶ 240 (3d ed. 1999) (discussing, in relation to a concrete example, the buyer’s rights resulting from innocent representation). Regarding competition between contract and tort under English domestic law, see Part III infra. Regarding the (truly) “prevailing view” in the USA, see Pamesa Ceramica v. Yisrael Mendelson Ltd., supra note 12, 62 (“extensive and consistent American case law has, since the beginning of the twenty-first century, adopted a ‘liberal’ line that permits claims based on extra-contractual causes of actions”).


expansionist, others critiqued as too narrow. Right now, I see reason to pick up the latter thread and elaborate on what I see as the virtues of a non-expansionist line of reasoning.

To avoid doubt at the outset, I am not advocating some “new [CISG] textualism” as a commercially viable alternative to expansionism (dynamism). To take one simple example: I do not interpret CISG Article 13, which expressly defines a “writing” to include telegram and telex, as impliedly excluding (e.g.) telefax or e-mail from that definition. I do, however, remain skeptical of truly expansionist CISG solutions unfurled under the banner of “international interpretation,” as if that ratio, standing alone, could render a given CISG judgment persuasive. On the contrary, those who run wild with the CISG—stretching its borders to solve controversial problems it was not designed to solve—might unwittingly provide commercial certainty-seekers with an excuse to opt out of the Convention regime altogether.

---


18. For a rebuttal of expansionist-criticism of views shared by Flechtner and Lookofsky on the attorneys’ fees issue, see Lookofsky & Flechtner, supra note 14; regarding the CISG Advisory Council’s (critical) “Opinion” of my views on hardship, see CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14.

19. Compare the rigid dichotomy suggested by Van Alstine. Cf. Van Alstine, supra note 15, at 687 (proponents of “new textualism” assert federal courts must refrain from invasive interpretive techniques, regardless of effects on long-term health of statutory law, whereas supporters of “dynamic” interpretation recognize active judicial role ensuring vitality of statutes).


II. INTERPRETING CISG SCOPE

Now in effect in some 75 Contracting States—including six G-7 States, as well as China and Russia—the CISG provides the contractual gap-filling (default) regime for countless cross-border transactions each year. But prevalence is not necessarily a compelling success standard, and the Convention (and its creators) have in fact been subjected to considerable criticism, mainly because key treaty rules are susceptible to more than one (reasonable) interpretation, with the attendant risk of non-uniform application (in contravention of a key desideratum in the CISG world).

Underlining the diverging interpretations of one much-discussed Convention rule in this category, German and Austrian courts have taken a strikingly strict (seller-friendly) stance in relation to the do-or-die rule in Article 39(1) which requires CISG buyers to provide sellers with notice of an alleged non-conformity within a “reasonable” time (or forever hold their peace). Finnish, French and American courts, on the other hand, have allowed CISG buyers much more leeway, thus extending the life-span of their often legitimate non-conformity claims.

But even the scope of the treaty can seem uncertain—a potentially serious problem highlighted by ongoing academic disagreement about which “matters” the Convention was designed to cover (regulate), with accompanying controversy about how arguably covered matters should be “settled.” Thus, although the Convention, by its own terms, governs only sales

---

24. These 6 are Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United States; the UK is the odd man out.
25. Regarding factors indicating widespread Convention application, thus tending to refute largely undocumented claims of widespread “opting out,” see Lookofsky, supra note 20, § 1.1.
26. See Walt, supra note 17, at 345.
29. See generally Lookofsky, supra note 20, § 2.9.
31. See Lookofsky, id.
contract formation and the parties’ rights and obligations arising from such a contract, some academics have read CISG rules which measure damages for breach as pre-empting (trumping) domestic rules of procedure which determine whether the losing party in CISG litigation should pay the successful party’s attorney’s fees. Other academics flatly refuse to allow competition between the CISG contract-conformity regime and negligence-based rules of domestic tort (delict), just as some would resolve disputes involving “hardship” solely by resort to unwritten CISG general principles, even though the Convention makes no mention of hardship, let alone the remedies used to resolve hardship disputes.

To help explain and illustrate the nature of such problems and the range of possible solutions, I will first provide a few concrete examples of the contract-tort conundrum, including a judgment rendered by the Supreme Court of Israel in March 2009. I will then provide some examples of the hardship problem, including a decision rendered in June 2009 by the Supreme Court of Belgium. Along the way I’ll have occasion to comment on differing opinions on complex issues like these.

32. See CISG art. 4.
35. I.e. where the occurrence of events fundamentally alters the equilibrium of the contract, either because the cost of a party’s performance has increased or because the value of the performance a party receives has diminished. See International Institute for the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT), *Principles of International Commercial Contracts* art. 6.2.2 (2004), available at http://www.unilex.info/UNIDROITPrinciples.
36. See generally infra Part IV.
37. See generally infra Part III.
39. See generally infra Part IV.
III. The Contract-Tort Conundrum

A. Howard Marine & Barge Capacity

Before I assess the Israeli (Pamesa) decision, which provides the key precedent for this part of my discussion, I want to say something about the pre-CISG foundations on which it stands. So I turn now, as I did some 20 years ago (when I first started writing about Pamesa-type problems), to Howard Marine, a most interesting case decided in 1978 by the English Court of Appeal. “This case,” the illustrious Lord Denning opined, “is very complicated,” so, like his Lordship, “I will try to state the main facts as simply as I can, missing out many details.”

Howard Marine: English Recipient (R) needs 2 barges to dump clay into the sea. R contacts English Supplier (S) to ask about the carrying capacity of its German-built vessels, and S quotes Lloyd’s register (the industry Bible): 1,600 tons. A contract for the hire of the barges is signed, and while it contains no information regarding capacity, it does contain a disclaimer which states that R, by accepting the barges, is deemed to have examined them and found them fit for their purpose. When R puts the barges to use, however, it discovers their actual capacity is only 1,000 tons. R’s operations are delayed and its earnings reduced. In the ensuing litigation, R demands damages, grounding that liability allegation in both contract and tort.

On appeal from a lower English court judgment in favor of S, the Court of Appeal held that S could not be said to have breached the contract, because there was nothing in the pre-contract negotiations which could amount to (what Common lawyers call) a “warranty,” but that S was nonetheless liable.

43. Id.
44. This section, headed “Damages for misrepresentation,” provides: “Where a person has entered into a contract after a misrepresentation has been made to him by another party thereto and as a result thereof he has suffered loss, then, if the person making the misrepresentation would be liable to damages in respect thereof had the misrepresentation been made fraudulently, that person shall be so liable notwithstanding that the misrepresentation was not made fraudulently, unless he proves that he had reasonable ground to believe and did believe up to the time the contract was made the facts represented were true.” See Misrepresentation Act, 1967, c.7 (Eng.), available at http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1967/7 [hereinafter Misrepresentation Act].
45. In his opinion in Howard Marine (supra note 42) Shaw L.J. confessed he was “at one time inclined to view [the capacity statement] as part of the description of the subject matter [. . .] giving rise
for misrepresenting the deadweight capacity, because that was a most material matter, because S did not prove that their marine manager had reasonable grounds for believing that the misrepresented fact were true, and because S could not escape liability by relying on the contractual disclaimer (which S had drafted to protect itself) since, under English statutory law, that would not be “fair and reasonable.”

Howard Marine shows how contractual and non-contractual claims can provide an injured plaintiff with alternative theories of recovery, each capable of supporting a given claim for damages. Since the contract and tort claims are fundamentally different, the negligence-based claims of the injured party are not “absorbed” by the contractual breach-of-promise claim; on the contrary, the tort claim(s) survive even if the contract claim fails. This willingness to allow such competition between contract and tort has, in fact, been part of English judge-made law for centuries.

To show how a similar kind of rule-set competition can arise in the CISG context, I will now (as I did in 1991) transpose Howard Marine into an international-sale-of-goods hypothetical:

Barge Capacity: English buyer (B) needs a large barge to dump clay into the sea. B asks about the carrying capacity of the vessel of a German seller (S), and S quotes the tonnage stated in Lloyd’s register (the industry Bible): 1,600 tons. The sales contract, which provides for delivery in England, contains a CISG choice-of-law clause, as well as a disclaimer clause, but no information regarding capacity. When B puts the barge to use, he discovers that the actual capacity is but 1,000 tons. For this reason, B’s operations are delayed, its earnings are reduced, and B sues S to recover damages.
I designed *Barge Capacity* to highlight what I then (in 1991) saw as the writing on the CISG wall: the potential for controversy in the borderland between the Convention and domestic law, the potential competition between (international) contractual and (domestic) non-contractual rules.

Depending on how one views the *Barge Capacity* evidence, one might (or might not) conclude that the barge delivered by S fails to fulfill the quality-related obligations set forth in the contract and/or CISG Article 35,\(^\text{51}\) and it is at least clear that this CISG-based *contractual* assessment supplants (pre-empts) the corresponding contractual rules which define a seller’s obligations under the otherwise applicable domestic (sales) law. But this purely contractual pre-emption does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that B should be denied access to *non*-contractual remedies otherwise available under domestic law. Indeed, the CISG treaty expressly defines its own scope as *solely contractual* (the Convention “governs only [. . .] the rights and obligations arising from such a contract”).\(^\text{52}\) And since the conduct exhibited by S in *Barge Capacity* under English law is likely to give rise to a concurrent/competing non-contractual liability claim,\(^\text{53}\) B might—in a forum like England—be allowed to supplement its Convention-based claim with a claim grounded in the English law of tort; if, on the other hand, the issue of rule-concurrence were decided in a German forum, the result might well be different.\(^\text{54}\)

I recognize that many commentators would scorn the “English” approach in a case like this. Since, in their view, uniform Convention interpretation requires a single solution for a given set of “operative facts,” they’d say the

---

\(^{51}\) Depending on the circumstances, a seller’s oral representation regarding quality (e.g. capacity) of the goods can become part and parcel of an otherwise written CISG contract, but this determination can only be made on a case-by-case basis. See generally id. at § 4.5.

\(^{52}\) CISG art. 4.

\(^{53}\) As in Howard Marine, discussed supra notes 42–45 and accompanying text. See also TREITEL, supra note 46, ch. 9, ¶ 3. In other systems (e.g. in France) the doctrine of *non-cumul* may prevent a party bound by contract from bringing a tort action in respect of acts involving that relationship. See HERBERT BERNESTEIN & JOSEPH LOOKOFSKY, UNDERSTANDING THE CISG IN EUROPE § 4-6 (2d ed. 2003).

\(^{54}\) In my *Barge Capacity* hypothetical the CISG is clearly applicable, at least with respect to the plaintiff’s contractual claim (see supra note 50), whereas the viability of a concurrent tort claim might depend on whether the forum is England or Germany. See generally LOOKOFSKY, supra note 20, § 4-6 (differing views as to rule-concurrence in various jurisdictions). For an excellent discussion of the inter-relationship between EU rules on jurisdiction and choice-of-law in cases which give rise to both contractual and delictual claims, see JONATHAN HILL & ADÉLINE CHONG, INTERNATIONAL COMMERCIAL DISPUTES § 5.6.8 n.288 (4th ed. 2010) (if court assumes jurisdiction on basis of either Article 5(1) or (3) of Brussels I Regulation, whether concurrent claims regarded as being contractual and tortious under domestic law are allowed will depend on law of forum). Regarding jurisdiction to adjudicate under art. 5(1) of the Brussels Regulation, see LOOKOFSKY & HERTZ, supra note 28, pt. 2.2.2(A).
Convention should be interpreted as occupying the entire non-conformity field, thus precluding access to any domestic law. So, they might argue, if the Barge Capacity buyer (B) is not entitled to a CISG remedy, then B is not entitled to any remedy.

But I am not swayed by that argument. Since the Convention, by its own terms, governs only contractual matters, it was hardly designed to displace the law of delictual (tort) liability—(i.e.) a separate rule-set with its own set of operative facts. Indeed, in a case like this, I submit that a narrow CISG-interpretation is preferable. To be sure, the potential for rule-competition might, depending on the domestic laws which compete for application, sometimes lead to non-uniform results, but that risk is attributable to differences among domestic (delictual liability) rules, and those are differences which the CISG was not designed to iron out. Or to put it more simply: States which sign on to the sales Convention expressly agree to replace their domestic sales laws with the CISG treaty regime; they do not (expressly or impliedly) sign away their domestic law of tort.

B. Pamesa v. Mendelson

*Pamesa v. Mendelson*, decided by the Supreme Court of Israel on 17 March 2009, involved a buyer’s claim in respect of losses suffered due to defects in ceramic tiles. The underlying fact-pattern looked like this:

*Pamesa*: S (in Spain) manufactures and sells a large quantity of ceramic tiles to B (in Israel). B then sells the tiles to TP (an Israeli contractor) who installs them in a housing complex. Later, a latent defect in the tiles is discovered. TP replaces the tiles and then sues B for their price, the work involved in replacing them, and compensation for loss of goodwill. B then seeks to hold S liable for any compensation which B might owe TP, but S claims B’s claim is time-barred.

In the first instance, the District Court found B liable to TP. It also held S liable to B, thus rejecting the claim by S that B could not rely on the defect.

---

55. See Schwenzer, in COMMENTARY, cited supra in notes 13 and 34. See also note 68 infra and accompanying text.

56. See LOOKOFSKY, supra note 20, § 4.6. See also infra Part II.B.


58. B (Mendelson) was not, however, held liable for the damages S (Eisenberger) claimed for loss of goodwill.

59. The ratio underlying this District Court holding was (a) that Pamesa (S) had been “aware” that the tiles were problematic, and (b) the 2-year cut-off period in any case only applied to contractual claims and Pamesa had been negligent in the manufacture of the tiles. So, although B (Mendelson’s predecessors)
All three parties appealed the judgment of the District Court to the Supreme Court. 60

The Supreme Court considered the seller’s appeal first. 61 S argued, inter alia, that B’s claim was time-barred under an Israeli statute based on the 1964 Hague Uniform Law on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (ULIS). 62 But since the relevant ULIS rules are virtually identical to the corresponding CISG rules (also ratified by Israel) the Supreme Court treated CISG case law and scholarly opinion as highly relevant for resolution of the Pamesa dispute. 63

Under the ULIS time-bar rule, which corresponds to CISG Article 39(2), the buyer shall lose the right to rely on a lack of conformity if he has not given notice thereof to the seller within a period of two years from the date on which the goods were handed over, 64 and the Supreme Court held that B did not satisfy that requirement. 65 But B argued that the ULIS (like the CISG) governs

bought the tiles from Pamesa in 1996, and although Mendelson first sent its third party notice in 2001, the District Court upheld Mendelson’s claim against Pamesa, inter alia, because the relevant cut-off rule (see text infra with note 64) was held applicable only to remedies in the contractual sphere, whereas the third party notice was also filed on the basis of a cause of action arising from the law of torts, in this case Pamesa’s negligent manufacture of the tiles. The District Court also rejected Pamesa’s claim in this connection because it held that Pamesa was aware of the defects in its products, but the Supreme Court reversed the District Court on this point (see text infra with note 83).

60. With the Supreme Court sitting (in this case) as the Court of Civil Appeals. Mendelson (B) appealed the finding that it was liable to Eisenberger (TP). Pamesa (S) appealed the finding that it was liable to Mendelson, the key question being whether the cut-off period of two years in the Sales Law (see infra note 64) can be “circumvented” by a buyer who does not give the requisite notice of a defect in goods and who then raises a claim against the seller/manufacturer in tort. Eisenberger appealed solely on the quantum of damages for loss of goodwill. Id.

61. If Pamesa’s appeal were denied, there would be no need to consider Mendelson’s appeal.

62. Regarding ULIS see Lookofsky, supra note 20, §§ 1.2 & 8.2.

63. Since Israel ratified the CISG on 22 January 2002, the Israeli courts incurred a treaty-based obligation to apply the Convention to contracts made on or after 1 February 2003. In fact, three years before that, the CISG was incorporated into internal Israeli law by the Sales Law (International Sale of Goods), which came into effect on 5 February 2000. See http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/countries/cntries-Israel.html. Still, it was the 1971 (Hague-based) Israeli sales law which found direct application in Pamesa, because the relevant contract between the seller (Pamesa) and the buyer (Mendelson) was made in 1996.

64. Unless the lack of conformity constituted a breach of a guarantee covering a longer period (this exception was not relevant in Pamesa).

65. First, because even though Mendelson (B) knew of the defect in 1998, it did not give Pamesa (S) notice thereof promptly after its discovery, and, second, because no notice was given within the absolute cut-off period of two years from the date on which the goods were handed over to the Mendelson in 1996. In this connection the Supreme Court also emphasized “another side” to the Hague (and CISG) cut-off provisions, which is Article 40: “The seller shall not be entitled to rely on the provisions of Articles 38 and 39 if the lack of conformity relates to facts of which he knew, or of which he could not have been unaware, and which he did not disclose.” Mendelson’s position, upheld by the District Court in the first instance (see supra note 59), was that the fact that Pamesa was aware of defects that had been discovered in other goods
only the obligations of the seller and the buyer that derive from the parties’ contract, and that the time-bar restrictions therefore do not apply to tort-based claims. Following this line of reasoning, B argued that S had been negligent because it sold defective tiles that a reasonable person would not have sold, and that S under Israeli domestic law was in breach of a duty of care to consumers who later bought the apartments in question (with the defective tiles installed).

Having determined it was too late for B to rely on the sales law provisions that concern non-conformity, the Court proceeded to examine the trial court’s ruling that the time bar in question relates only to remedies in the contractual sphere. Are the ULIS rules intended to replace only domestic sale and contract laws? Or do they seek also to apply to claims in tort? To answer this question the Supreme Court again emphasized the similar content—and even similar numbering—of the corresponding rules in the CISG Convention. It was, said the Court, possible without any difficulty to draw a comparative line linking the two.

As regards the rule-competition issue, the Supreme Court first quotes Professor Schlechtriem: “The question whether the ground of liability in question falls within the scope of the [CISG] Convention must be clarified by interpretation and, since the Convention defines its own scope, it is the Convention itself which must be interpreted.” As with Article 8 of ULIS, Article 4 of the Vienna Convention provides: “This Convention governs only the formation of the contract of sale and the rights and obligations of the seller and the buyer arising from such a contract.” Prima facie, the Court continues, the CISG Convention does not apply to obligations in tort law—since these ostensibly do not “arise from a contract of sale.” On the question of whether it is possible to file a claim in tort when the sale contract is governed by the CISG Convention, the Supreme Court proceeds to summarize the two main approaches promulgated in international academic literature. Under the first of these approaches to interpretation (the one I call expansionist), domestic
rules that turn on “substantially the same facts” as the rules of the Convention must be displaced by the Convention. According to this view, B cannot “circumvent” the Convention obligation to notify by defining its claim as a tortious claim based on a departure from what is expected of a reasonable seller.

The second approach is more tolerant to concurrent tort claims. Among the proponents of this position, the Court cites Professor Schlechtriem as support for an analytical distinction between, on the one hand, a claim that is intended to protect contractual interests that were created by the parties within the framework of their sales agreement (especially the duty to supply a certain quantity and quality of a product for a certain sum of money), this in contrast with tortious causes of action that are intended to protect interests not dependent on the existence of a contract.

Ultimately, the Court tells us, we are dealing with a complex issue, both because of the protected interests, and because of the desire to protect the international uniformity underlying the Convention. This creates a spectrum of possible balancing points. The choice between these points is affected to a large extent by the question of the approach of domestic law on the distinction between tort claims and contract claims. Are we, asks the Court, dealing with (a) two different and concurrent fields, (b) different fields that are not concurrent (non-cumul), or (c) a single field: the law of obligations (“contorts”)? European case law on this question is, the Court continues, relatively meager.

In one case cited by the Israeli Supreme Court, an appellate court in Germany held that a buyer of fish who did not give prompt notice (under CISG Article 39) of an infection potentially “competing” domestic rules). In my terminology this provides an example of “expansive” CISG interpretation: see notes 13 and 32–36 supra and accompanying text.

68. Id. (citing JOHN HONNOLD, UNIFORM LAW FOR INTERNATIONAL SALES UNDER THE 1980 UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION 122 (2d ed. 1991) (any other result would destroy Convention’s basic function to establish uniform rules). The Israeli court citation of Honnold is taken out of a product-liability context, but that citation hardly indicates that Honnold would adopt such an expansionist approach in a Pamesa (misrepresentation) type context; see following note.

69. Pamesa Ceramica v. Yisrael Mendelson Ltd., at 61. As suggested in the preceding note, the views expressed by Honnold as regards misrepresentations in his 2d edition seem less expansionist than the court suggests (see HONNOLD, id. at 317) and these nuanced views are maintained by Harry Flechtner in Honnold’s 4th edition: see HONNOLD, supra note 16, at 344.

70. See Pamesa Ceramica v. Yisrael Mendelson Ltd., at 62 (citing Peter Schlechtriem, Requirements of Application and Sphere of Applicability of the CISG, 36 VICTORIA U. WELLINGTON L. REV. 781, 793 (2005) (“I advocate the opinion that concurrent actions are not excluded by the Convention.”)).

71. Id. at 63 (citing Lookofsky, supra note 41 (who borrows this tongue-in-cheek epithet from Grant Gilmore)).
from which the fish suffered could not sue the seller for negligent carriage that allegedly caused the infection, even though the fish supplied caused serious damage to the buyer’s stock of fish. The Israeli Court also cites a decision by a Court of Appeal in Belgium where notice was not given promptly under Article 39, holding the seller could only be heard in a tort action if the alleged fault relates to a breach of a general duty of care as opposed to a contractual duty.  

By contrast, the Supreme Court notes, extensive and consistent American case law has, since the beginning of the twenty-first century, adopted a line that permits claims based on extra-contractual causes of actions. The Court also cites similar case law in Canada, as well as in Australia.  

Summarizing the authorities on both sides of this difficult question, the Supreme Court decides to allow the plaintiff (B) to make its claim in tort (that S was negligent in the manufacture of the tiles). The court bases this conclusion on several cogent premises, including the persuasive proposition that the tort-interests for which B seeks protection are not identical to the interests the Convention seeks to protect. There is, in other words, a basis for distinguishing between rights that were created by the parties to the contract, the protection of which we should restrict to the Convention, and the interests that the law of torts was intended to protect, which make it possible to sue for damage under domestic law. For these reasons, the Supreme Court adopts the

---

76. Id. (citing Ginza Pte Ltd v. Vista Corporation Pty Ltd [Supreme Court of Western Australia] Australia, 17 Jan. 2003, available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/030117a2.html, although the matter was not expressly considered there).
77. Id. at 64–65. In this connection the Supreme Court notes that Article 34 of the Hague Convention, which governed Pamesa, has no parallel in the Vienna Convention. At the same time, the Court opines that the Hague Convention did not intend to deny the possibility of suing on the basis of domestic tort law.
view previously expressed in non-expansionist CISG doctrine: “The international sales contract thus has the character of private legislation, made by and for the parties in privity; this in contrast with delictual obligation and the law of tort.”

In this case, B claimed S was negligent in manufacturing the tiles and that it shipped a product that a reasonable manufacturer would not have marketed. If S was indeed negligent in this way, this is not a negligent performance of a CISG contractual obligation, but rather—under Israeli domestic tort law—negligent performance of a general duty of care of manufacturers that does not derive from the agreement between the parties. Prima facie, there should not be an absolute (CISG) bar against such a claim. Since the seller in Pamesa “wears two hats,” the Supreme Court also saw reason to cite additional academic authority as regards the distinction between a manufacturer and a seller since “a tort action against the manufacturer is [. . .] always available when the manufacturer did not sell the product directly to the injured party, [. . .] it is arguable that the same result should prevail if the seller and the manufacturer are identical.”

Ultimately, Chief Justice Rubenstein concludes:

I am of the opinion that the trial court was essentially correct when it agreed to consider the claim that [S] was negligent in manufacturing the tiles in a manner that caused the various building contractors that used its products serious damage, even though it did not comply with the provisions of the Convention. I have not reached this conclusion lightly because it can be argued that the Convention and the uniform law are intended to regulate the relationship between the parties in its entirety. But life creates complex situations that cannot easily be fitted into a predefined framework, and this leads to the attempt to distinguish between the different types of negligence. This distinction is not an easy one, and there is a concern that it will lead to a slippery slope. Notwithstanding, it should be adopted, so that justice may be done in appropriate cases.

For these reasons, including persuasive foreign CISG case law, the Supreme Court held that a buyer in an international sales case maintains a viably tort claim as against a seller/manufacturer for negligence even after the two year [time-bar] period has expired. But was the alleged negligence proved in this

78. Id. at 71 (quoting Lookofsky, supra note 41, at 405).
79. Id. at 72.
80. Id. (quoting Herbert Bernstein & Joseph Lookofsky, Understanding the CISG in Europe 59 (1st ed. 1997)). The 2nd (2003) edition of this authority is in accord. See Bernstein & Lookofsky, supra note 53, § 4-6 with note 82.
81. Id. at 70 (internal italics omitted).
82. “Time-bar” seems more appropriate in this context than “prescription”—the term used by the Israeli Court in the English-language version of the decision. See, e.g., id. at 67.
case? Unfortunately for the buyer in Pamesa, it was not,\textsuperscript{83} and for this (good) reason the Supreme Court reversed the ruling of the District Court on this key point.

Had [B] given notice of the defects at the proper time, it would have benefited from the advantages of strict CISG liability, but when it failed to do so (and also failed to prove negligence on the part of [S]), it must suffer the disadvantages. That result is perhaps unsatisfactory, since the defective products were manufactured by [S]; but we are dealing with law, and anyone who does not comply with the terms of the law must suffer the consequences.\textsuperscript{84}

In Israel, as in most CISG Contracting States, the (heavy) burden of proving negligence in a case like this is not "reversed."\textsuperscript{85} For this reason, the Pamesa Court’s decision to allow competition between domestic tort law and the Convention was not outcome-determinative, nor would it be so generally, except in cases of blatantly tortuous conduct. For this reason, Contracting States (like Israel) which permit such competition between rule-sets do not unduly rock the CISG uniformity boat.

IV. Hardship

A. Devaluation Nightmare

As with the contract/tort-conundrum, hardship in the CISG context has also proved to be a tough nut to crack. Although most scholars would agree that the term “hardship” refers to situations where the original contract equilibrium is subsequently disturbed (either because the cost of one party’s performance has increased or because the value of the other party’s

\textsuperscript{83} “Even if we adopt the assumption that the tiles that were supplied contained latent defects, and even if we assume that these were a result of a production defect, this is insufficient to impose liability in torts. As a rule, it is well known that causation in itself is not a sufficient basis for liability in torts. In view of the scale of production, the type of defects and the nature of the risk that they are likely to cause, it is not self-evident that the existence of a defect retrospectively proves negligence and a breach of a duty of care. Production without defects is not always possible, and therefore defects do not always indicate negligence; in certain cases it has even been held that the circumstances impose a greater burden on the buyer to examine the goods. We should also recall that when they arrived in Israel, the tiles were examined by the Standards Institute and were found to be of a proper standard, and at least in this respect it is not possible to accuse Pamesa [S] of negligence in not examining its products. This is no small matter, even though a question may always arise with regard to the date when the defects appeared. Finally, in the substantive and procedural circumstances of the case before us, it is hard to accept Mendelson’s assumption that the existence of latent defects in the tiles necessarily proves negligence in their manufacture.” \textit{Id.} at 72.

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Id.} at 75.

\textsuperscript{85} Compare as regards the Misrepresentation Act in England, \textit{supra} III.A.
performance has diminished),\(^{86}\) there is little agreement as to what (if anything) should be done about it. Some years ago, to help illustrate my own thinking on this controversial issue with a concrete example, I imagined that an arbiter (judge or arbitrator) might be faced with the following hypothetical situation:

Devaluation Nightmare: Party A (in State X) makes a contract to sell goods to party B (in State Y), this at a price stated in the currency of State Z. One month later, but before the parties are scheduled to exchange delivery and payment, a political crisis leads to a sudden and massive (80%) devaluation of the Z-currency, making the deal a “steal” for B, but a nightmare for A.\(^{87}\)

Now let’s suppose that X is a CISG Contracting State and that the contract in question is subject to “the law of X.” That makes the CISG applicable,\(^{88}\) but does that mean that the CISG “covers” this hardship situation, such that A, due to the devaluation, might be entitled to Convention relief?

To answer that question, we look first to CISG Article 79, for although the word “hardship” is not mentioned there (nor anywhere else in the Convention text) the criteria which under that provision entitle a party to a CISG liability “exemption” clearly appear relevant in a Nightmare-type situation:

A party is not liable for a failure to perform any of his obligations if he proves that the failure was due to an impediment beyond his control and that he could not reasonably be expected to have taken the impediment into account at the time of the conclusion of the contract or to have avoided or overcome it or its consequences.\(^{89}\)

Notably, neither Article 79 nor its (confusing) legislative history provide a clear answer as to whether an economic dislocation qualifies as an impediment,\(^{90}\) but nearly all CISG scholars agree that the Article 79 exemption

\(^{86}\) I.e. as that term is defined in UNIDROIT Principles of International Commercial Contracts, art. 6.2.2.


\(^{88}\) See LOOKOFSKY, supra note 20, § 2.7.

\(^{89}\) CISG art. 79(1).

\(^{90}\) For a well-documented account of the confusing legislative history on this point see CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, at cmt. 29 (“As to the drafting history of this provision, isolated discussion of proposals that were dismissed or the comments by some delegates may lead one to conclude that there was some type of consensus among the members of the Working Group against the doctrine of ‘hardship.’ In fact, some passages of the travaux préparatoires appear to indicate that the choice of the word ‘impediment’ was made for the purpose of adopting a unitary conception of exemption with the intention of setting aside […] hardship theories based on ‘changed circumstances.’ Thus, according
standard is not literal impossibility, but rather extreme difficulty of performance, thus opening the possibility of a liability exemption for an impediment based on “hardship,” at least if the economic dislocation in question is sufficiently extreme.

In other words, it seems both logical and reasonable to allow a party disadvantaged by a fundamental equilibrium-alteration to invoke—though not necessarily obtain—a liability exemption under Article 79, and in 2007 this widely accepted proposition was “codified” by the CISG Advisory Council in the following black-letter Opinion:

A change of circumstances that could not reasonably be expected to have been taken into account, rendering performance excessively onerous (“hardship”), may qualify as an

to some legal commentators, the exclusion [. . .] of hardship from the scope of Article 79 would emerge from its drafting history. Following the successive drafts preceding what finally became Article 79, the Working Group of UNCITRAL considered but rejected a proposal allowing a party to claim avoidance or adjustment of a contract whenever facing unexpected ‘excessive damages.’ Yet, a closer look at this passage reveals that after briefly setting out the arguments in support of the proposal, the report simply stated that it was not adopted, not reappearing in subsequent discussions. Other commentators have seized upon the rejection of a Norwegian proposal linked to a passage of what later became Article 79(3) in order to infer a rejection of the position that Article 79 may extend its application to a situation of genuine hardship [. . .] Although the recollection of the discussions among the participant delegates, or what should be made out of those discussions, is far from uniform, the rejection of the Norwegian proposal did not settle the issue of economic hardship because it was actually not discussed as such.

91. Accord Peter Schlechtriem, Exemptions (Article 79), in EXCERPT FROM UNIFORM SALES LAW—THE UN-CONVENTION ON CONTRACTS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS 101 (Manz 1986), available at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/schlechtriem-79.html (“One of the controversial points in the preliminary UNCITRAL discussions was whether economic difficulties—‘unaffordability’—constitute a ground for exemption. In the end, the general view was probably that both physical and economic impossibility could exempt an obligor.”). See also PETRA BUTLER, UN-LAW ON INTERNATIONAL SALE § 291 (2009) (majority view in the end was probably that also economic impossibility could relieve the debtor). But see HONNOLD, supra note 16, at 629 n.37 (arguing that the rejection of proposals to include “hardship-like doctrine” during the drafting of Article 79 supports the proposition that hardship “should have no application in CISG contracts”).

92. As defined in the UNIDROIT Principles, art. 6.2.2: There is hardship where the occurrence of events fundamentally alters the equilibrium of the contract either because the cost of a party’s performance has increased or because the value of the performance a party receives has diminished, and (a) the events occur or become known to the disadvantaged party after the conclusion of the contract; (b) the events could not reasonably have been taken into account by the disadvantaged party at the time of the conclusion of the contract; (c) the events are beyond the control of the disadvantaged party; and (d) the risk of the events was not assumed by the disadvantaged party.

93. See HONNOLD, supra note 16, at 627 (language of Article 79(1) leaves room for exemptions based on economic dislocations that constitute an “impediment” comparable to non-economic barriers).
“impediment” under Article 79(1). The language of Article 79 does not expressly equate the term “impediment” with an event that makes performance absolutely impossible. Therefore, a party that finds itself in a situation of hardship may invoke hardship as an exemption from liability under Article 79.94

Had the Council stopped there, its Opinion would mirror the opinion of most CISG scholars on the hardship issue. The Council, however, proceeded to go further, along a far more controversial line. But before we follow the Council down that rocky road, let’s consult Article 6.2.3 of the UNIDROIT Principles, so as to get some input about the effects of hardship:

In case of hardship the disadvantaged party is entitled to request renegotiations. [ . . . ] Upon failure to reach agreement either party may resort to the court. If the court finds hardship it may, if reasonable, terminate the contract [or] adapt the contract with a view to restoring its equilibrium.95

Obviously, the relief associated with hardship (as codified in the Principles) is very different from the effect of an exemption under the “force majeure” rule in CISG Article 79, and the difference is so significant that UNIDROIT elected to supplement its own hardship provisions with a separate Principle (Article 7.1.7) to deal with force majeure type situations,96 thus underlining the fact that force majeure and hardship trigger totally different remedial solutions.97 So, although one can easily envisage “factual situations which can at the same time be considered as cases of hardship and force majeure,”98 it is, in the words of UNIDROIT, “for the party affected by these events to decide which remedy to pursue.”99 So clearly, under the Principles at least, we can

---

94. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, pt. 3.1.
95. See UNIDROIT Principles art. 6.2.3 (Effects of hardship), the full version of which provides as follows: (1) In case of hardship the disadvantaged party is entitled to request renegotiations. The request shall be made without undue delay and shall indicate the grounds on which it is based. (2) The request for renegotiation does not in itself entitle the disadvantaged party to withhold performance. (3) Upon failure to reach agreement within a reasonable time either party may resort to the court. (4) If the court finds hardship it may, if reasonable, (a) terminate the contract at a date and on terms to be fixed; or (b) adapt the contract with a view to restoring its equilibrium.
96. See id., art. 7.1.7, cmt. 1: “This article covers the ground covered in common law systems by the doctrines of frustration and impossibility of performance, and in civil law systems by doctrines such as force majeure, Unmöglichkeit, etc.”
97. See id., art. 6.2.2, cmt. 6: “If [the party affected] invokes force majeure, it is with a view to its non-performance being excused. If, on the other hand, a party invokes hardship, this is in the first instance for the purpose of renegotiating the terms of the contract so as to allow the contract to be kept alive although on revised terms.”
98. Id.
99. Id.
envisage factual situations where the remedies available for cases involving (i) force majeure and (ii) hardship would be allowed to compete.

Returning to the factual situation in *Devaluation Nightmare*, let’s assume that State X is Denmark—a country which does not have a specific hardship statute, but which does have a black-letter rule authorizing Danish courts to *adjust the terms of any contract which has become unreasonable*. Should CISG Article 79 be read as pre-empting the application of this Danish *validity* rule in a *Nightmare*-like scenario?\(^{100}\) Or should these international and domestic rules be allowed to compete, so that party A (the one disadvantaged by the devaluation) gets two separate shots at hardship relief: (i) if he convinces the arbiter that the difficult-to-fulfill requirements for a CISG liability exemption are satisfied,\(^{101}\) or (ii) if he convinces the arbiter that the demanding Danish requirements for adjustment of a contract made (highly) unreasonable by “hardship” are met.\(^{102}\)

When I constructed *Devaluation Nightmare* (in 2005) I knew that some prominent scholars had already rejected the idea that domestic rules of hardship should be allowed to compete with Article 79; they had, in other words, “ruled” in favor of pre-emption (without using that word).\(^{103}\) But rather than hop on that scholarly bandwagon, I maintained that competition between rule-sets should remain a viable option. Just as the UNIDROIT Principles are sufficiently roomy to accommodate separate force majeure and hardship conceptions, I argued the same might be said of “Danish law” in the larger sense,\(^{104}\) especially since the CISG (which is part of Danish law) is generally

---


101. See LOOKOFSKY, supra note 20, § 6.19.

102. Rarely applied in by Danish courts in cases involving contracts between merchants (and apparently never in a commercial sales case), § 36 of the Contracts Act has been applied recently in a commercial “hardship” context in order to adjust the “fixed” rental sum otherwise payable under a 150-year-old land lease. See MADS BRYDE ANDERSEN & JOSEPH LOOKOFSKY, LAEBEG I OBLIGATIONSRET 195 (3d ed. 2010). Compare TREITEL, supra note 46, ¶¶ 19–34 (“great financial or commercial hardship to one of the parties [not] of itself sufficient”). But see Staffordshire Area Health Authority v. South Staffordshire Waterworks Co., (1978) 77 LGR 17 (A.C.) (rightly characterized by Lord Denning (id.) as a “frustration” case, and although Professor Treitel disagrees, the Staffordshire scenario is essentially the same as the just-cited Danish hardship scenario).

103. For an account of the conflicting views of scholarly authorities on point, see Hans Stoll & Georg Gruber, *in COMMENTARY*, supra note 12, at 822–26.

104. So as to include both Danish domestic law and the CISG, especially since nearly all courts,
not concerned with rules of validity, and since Danish domestic law deals with hardship with a validity rule. This does not—in case you’re wondering—mean that I would resolve my own *Nightmare* scenario in favor of the party disadvantaged by the devaluation; indeed, I would *not*. But in 2005 I did not know how a court or arbitral tribunal would deal with a real *Nightmare*-type situation, since (at that point in time) I hadn’t seen the hardship issue resolved in a real CISG case. But even in the absence of such precedent, some (Common law trained) commentators, emphasizing what they see as the distinctly “Civilian” nature of hardship-tailored remedies (contract renegotiation and adjustment), maintain that proposals to include such remedies were considered but rejected during the drafting of Article 79. In the eyes of these commentators the matter of economic dislocations in a CISG context is solely governed and expressly settled by Article 79. In this connection, I expressly discounted an earlier Italian precedent as largely irrelevant, since I regarded (and still regard) the hardship-portion of the opinion rendered there as (unpersuasive) *dictum*, as opposed to an outcome-determinative *holding*. See Lookofsky, supra note 87, at 98–99 with notes 66–72.


is in fact the proposition underlying part 3.2 of the CISG Advisory Council’s Opinion on Article 79:

In a situation of hardship under Article 79, the court or arbitral tribunal may provide further relief consistent with the CISG and the general principles on which it is based. 111

What the Council means by “further relief” is in fact relief specially tailored to hardship, and that kind of relief (renegotiation and/or contract adjustment) is fundamentally different from a liability exemption, i.e. the only kind of relief expressly authorized by Article 79 (and, we will recall, approved for hardship-application by the Council in the less controversial part of the same Opinion). 112 So to seek this “further” end the Council had to hunt for CISG “general principles” which might authorize further hardship relief in accordance with CISG Article 7(2):

Questions concerning matters governed by this Convention which are not expressly settled in it are to be settled in conformity with the general principles on which it is based or, in the absence of such principles, in conformity with the law applicable by virtue of the rules of private international law.

Now, if we compare the black letters of the Council Opinion on hardship with those of CISG Article 7(2), we see that the Council has taken the liberty of replacing the CISG “conformity” criterion with a new and seemingly more elastic “consistency” criterion, but that subtle spin can hardly help the Council steer Article 79 in an expansionist direction, simply because there is no CISG general principle which provides persuasive authority for “further [hardship] relief.”

The Council is of course well aware that hardship options abound, 113 just as the Council knows that CISG legislative history provides no clear evidence of legislative hardship intent. 114 So, to fill in this picture in the absence (in 2007) of relevant case law, the Council asks (itself): what kind of factual scenario might be proposed for an exceptionally “hard” case of hardship which might merit hardship relief? 115 Then, to answer its own rhetorical

---

111. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, pt. 3.2.
112. Regarding pt. 3.1 of CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7 ( supra note 14), see note 94 supra and accompanying text.
113. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, at cmt. 26 (variety of national laws and doctrines coupled with amplitude of term “impediment” provides fertile ground for divergent approaches to hardship question).
114. Id., cmt. 27.
115. Id., cmt. 32.
question, the Council asks us to “imagine” a totally unpredictable political and economic crisis which leads to a massive currency devaluation of 80 percent—i.e., a scenario virtually identical to that in my own Devaluation Nightmare (2005).116

Should the buyer plagued by that Nightmare (the Council asks itself)117 be entitled to find relief under the CISG by reading the word impediment in Article 79 to include hardship or by concluding that there is a gap within the CISG to be filled by some underlying general principle? If the CISG applies, the Counsel reasons, then it “naturally pre-empt” other, potentially applicable domestic rules dealing with hardship.118 Recognizing that the inability to settle the hardship issue by CISG means would leave “no alternative” other than resort to domestic legal rules, the Council simply declares a CISG-based solution to be “more palatable” than the alternative of leaving the question to the conflict of law rules of the forum, especially given the great diversity of potentially applicable legal doctrines. Indeed, according to the Council, “the interpreter who takes seriously the CISG’s confessed purpose of unifying the law of sales, as articulated in Article 7(1), will probably exhaust all technically available means to respond to the hardship problem within the ‘four corners’ of the Convention, rather than resorting to the application of potentially disparate domestic legal rules and doctrines.”119 But seriously folks, CISG expansionists regularly “exhaust all means” to achieve pre-emption, in this case not only by twisting CISG Article 7(2), but also by over-interpreting Article 7(1) which only requires some unspecified measure of “regard” to the need for uniform interpretation, as opposed to “paramount” regard (as the Council would prefer to have us read it).120

Hardship, the Council concedes, may be regarded in some legal systems as a validity-related issue, and so “it may be argued that the hardship issue is excluded from the scope of application of the CISG by virtue of Article 4.”121 In fact, the Council even thinks this argument “deserves careful

116. Id., cmt. 33 with note 43.
117. Id., cmt. 34.
118. Id. But see Lookofsky, supra note 20, § 2.6 (explaining that domestic solutions can “compete” with the CISG, i.e. even in cases where the CISG applies).
119. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, cmt. 35 (emphasis added).
121. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, cmt. 36 n.44 (emphasis added); see also Lookofsky, supra note 100, at 496.
consideration,” because in some Scandinavian legal systems the issue of hardship is in fact approached as an issue of validity, and since there is “something to be said” (thank you) in favor of granting the defaulting party the benefit of finding appropriate relief by choosing among competing domestic doctrines of hardship. And yet, this Scandinavian approach “does not sound convincing or persuasive,” at least not in the Council-collective’s expansive set of ears.

For these reasons, the Council opines that the Nightmare situation deserves a legal response under the Convention that would pre-empt the application of domestic rules on hardship. And to tackle that challenge—to “ascertain the contours of the remedial guidelines that may be followed to grant the most appropriate [hardship] remedy”—the Council infers, from the obligation to interpret the Convention in good faith under Article 7(1), a duty imposed upon the parties to renegotiate the terms of the contract with a view to restore a balance of the performances.

Now, if such negotiations fail, there are of course no Convention guidelines for a court or arbitrator to adjust or revise the terms of the contract so as to restore the balance of the performances. But the Council is ready to tackle that too: “Even if one were not ready to stretch the principle of good faith buried in CISG Article 7(1) in order to find a balance of the performances, CISG Article 79(5) may be relied upon to open up the possibility for a court or arbitral tribunal to determine what is owed to each other, thus ‘adapting’ the terms of the contract to the changed circumstances.”

122. CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 7, supra note 14, cmt. 36.
123. See id.: “Unlike a situation of unconscionability (. . . or gross disparity of the performances at the time the contract is concluded), which clearly falls under the rubric of validity, the hardship problem tends to be associated in most legal systems with force majeure or impossibility of performance, that is, a situation of exoneration or mitigation of liability due to events subsequent to the conclusion of the contract, more than as a case of nullity or avoidance due to infirmities or flaws affecting the contract from its inception. Moreover, every benefit potentially obtained from allowing national doctrines of hardship to compete for its application is more than offset by the high price in terms of uniformity that is to be paid under this approach.”
124. Id. at cmt. 37.
125. Id. at cmt. 40.
126. A one-sentence provision which provides: “Nothing in this article [79] prevents either party from exercising any right other than to claim damages under this Convention” (emphasis added).
B. Scafom International v. Lorrain Tubes

At this point, I suppose some non-expansionists might be gasping for breath. But just 2 years after the Council proclaimed its own (2007) Opinion, yet another breath-taking hardship opinion came down, this time a judicial opinion rendered by the Supreme Court of Belgium (Cour de cassation/Hof van Cassatie) in the Scafom case,\(^{128}\) where the Nightmare scenario looked like this:

\textit{Scafom}: Seller (S) contracts to sell steel tubes to buyer (B) at a given price. Later, the market price of the steel used by S to produce those tubes suddenly jumps up by some 70%. When B refuses to accede to a demand by S to renegotiate, S sues B, demanding that the court award damages suffered as a result of B’s refusal.

In \textit{Scafom} S and B have their main places of business in different CISG Contracting States, and since these parties have not opted out, the CISG clearly applies. What is less clear, however, is how the court should deal with the hardship problem in this particular case. On the one hand, I doubt that many arbiters would consider a 70 (or even 80) % price-increase to be sufficiently extreme to warrant a liability exemption for S under Article 79 (which means that S in \textit{Scafom} should remain strictly liable in damages for its failure to deliver the goods to the buyer at the originally agreed contract price);\(^{129}\) on the other hand, I assume that many arbiters would say (using hardship terminology) that the price increase in \textit{Scafom} “fundamentally alters the equilibrium” of the contract.\(^{130}\)

But this latter assumption need not necessarily imply that the \textit{Scafom} seller (S) is entitled to demand renegotiation of the contract and/or that a Belgian court should adjust the original contract price. This is because the assumption of a fundamental alteration of the contract equilibrium in \textit{Scafom} does not automatically lead to hardship relief. Indeed, the hardship scenario in \textit{Scafom} will only trigger hardship effects if the default rule which the court holds applicable—he that CISG Article 79, UNIDROIT Principles Article

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item 129. See H\textsc{onnold}, \textit{supra} note 16, at 630 (only if the impediment constitutes a barrier to performance comparable to other types of exempting causes).
  \item 130. See UNIDROIT Principles, art. 6.2.2, illus. 3 (unforeseeable massive devaluation of the order of 80%).
\end{itemize}
6.2.3 or a domestic (hardship or hardship-related) rule—can be interpreted as prescribing such effects.

(Note in this connection that the buyer in Scafom had not accepted the price-adjustment clause in the French seller’s standard terms, nor had such a clause become part of the contract by virtue of commercial usage. For these reasons, the Belgian Court was obligated to determine whether or not to grant the seller relief on the basis of a gap-filling rule.)

So, once again, the possible hardship solutions abound. Distinguished American CISG scholars, for example, would solve the hardship problem in Scafom within the “black letter” of Article 79, thus leaving no room for supplementary solutions divined from unwritten CISG general principles. At the same time, these American scholars adamantly reject the views of European scholars who seem to read “civil law” hardship doctrine into Article 79, a point which might raise some Civilian eyebrows, since this “American” CISG interpretation conveniently accords with American domestic doctrine (interpreting the comparable rule in UCC § 2-615), as well as the rejection of “judicial activism” associated with a famous-but-isolated American domestic precedent.

If, on the other hand, the court determines that the hardship situation in Scafom should be regarded as a “matter” governed-but-not-settled by the Convention, the court might then seek out CISG “general principles” to settle it. And this was, in fact, what the Belgian Cour did. Overturning the ratio employed by the Antwerp Court of Appeal—which had applied French domestic law to supplement the CISG (presumably because the applicable

---

131. See the decision in Scafom, supra note 128. Since the S-B contract was concluded on the basis of B’s purchase orders (which had been accepted by S when it stamped and returned them to B), the standard conditions of S did not become part of the parties’ contract by virtue of the mere fact that S subsequently sent those terms to B. The lower Belgian court’s well-reasoned decision on this point (not challenged on appeal) accords with the decision of the U.S. Federal Court of Appeal in Chateau des Charmes. See Chateau des Charmes Wines Ltd. v. Sabata USA, Inc., 328 F.3d 528 (9th Cir. 2003), available at http://cisgw3.law.pace.edu/cases/030505u1.html.

132. See the decision in Scafom, supra note 128. See also CISG art. 9 and Loomans, supra note 20, § 2.13.

133. See Scafom at id.

134. See Honnold, supra note 16, at 629 n.40; see also supra notes 108–10 and accompanying text.


137. See id., commenting on Aluminum Co. of America v. Essex Group, 499 F. Supp. 53 (W.D. Pa. 1980) (“If one can rely on activist judges to modify onerous contract terms […] in the hope that the judge will change the rules of the game before the opponent can play his cards if the price term later turns sour, [that] might even increase the unjustified rewards of strategic behavior during the negotiation.”).
conflict-of-laws rule pointed to the “seller’s law”)—the *Cour de cassation* filled the CISG hardship gap with *general international trade principles*, as purportedly *expressed in the UNIDROIT Principles*, thus using the UNIDROIT Principles to divine a *CISG-based obligation* upon the parties to *renegotiate* their contract (*obligée de renégocier les conditions du contrat*); at the same time, the *Cour de cassation* let stand the Appellate Court’s award of monetary compensation (€ 450,000!) to S for losses due to B’s refusal to renegotiate.140

Having read countless opinions rendered by Danish courts—nearly all brief, some also opaque—I hesitate to criticize the ratio of the highest Belgian Court. But the *Scafom* opinion has already attracted some cogent criticism, and viewed from my own perspective, this Belgian decision hardly seems more persuasive than the rambling Advisory Council Opinion on the same subject.143

Applauding the *Scafom* result, but not the method used by the *Cour* to reach it, one commentator would expand the hardship potpourri by using international (UNIDROIT) principles to interpret domestic law.144 Quite apart

138. See the decision in *Scafom*, supra note 128, premise 14 (under French law duty to perform in good faith requires re-negotiation of contractual conditions in certain situations, *inter alia*, if, after conclusion of contract unforeseeable circumstances occur, creating serious unbalance between obligations, such that further performance becomes excessively onerous for one party). See also *Lookofsky & Hertz*, supra note 7, pt. 3.2.4 (describing the rules which determine the applicable sales law in a Belgian court in such a situation).

139. See the holding in *Scafom*, supra note 128 (under Article 79(1) changed circumstances can form impediment; under Article 7(1) regard to be had to need to promote observance of good faith; under Article 7(2) gaps filled in uniform manner in accord with general principles which govern law of international trade; under CISG general principles as incorporated in UNIDROIT Principles party who invokes changed circumstances disturbing contract balance entitled to claim renegotiation; Appellate Court found unforeseen price increase gave rise to serious imbalance; Appellate Court could decide Buyer must renegotiate; appeal from that judgment not accepted).

140. See Flechtner, supra note 108 (Cassation Court affirmed intermediate appeals court’s order increasing the price buyer was obliged to pay by € 450,000).


142. See generally Flechtner, supra note 108.

143. See generally *supra* Part IV.A. Regarding the questionable use of the UNIDROIT Principles or the Principles of European Contract Law to divine “general principles” upon which the CISG is based, see Franco Ferrari, *Gap-Filling and Interpretation of the CISG: Overview of International Case Law*, 7 *Vindobona J. Int’l Com. L. & Arb.* 63, 63–92 (2003), available at http://www.cisg.law.pace.edu/cisg/biblio/ferrari11.html. As emphasized by Ferrari, the rule in CISG art. 7(2) applies (only) to “the general principles on which it [i.e., the CISG] is based.”

from my own “Scandinavian” solution (using—if appropriate in sufficiently extreme situations—a domestic validity rule to supplement the CISG).\textsuperscript{145} I have also suggested that non-expansionist arbiters might achieve a viable “international” solution to a given governed-but-not-settled conundrum by supplementing the CISG regime with \textit{lex mercatoria} as a \textit{CISG-independent} supplement.\textsuperscript{146} I realize, however, that this particular road might only be accessible by an international arbitral tribunal functioning within a liberal \textit{lex arbitri} climate, i.e. a dispute resolution environment where rigid choice-of-law methodologies (such as those of the Rome I Regulation) need not be applied.\textsuperscript{147} At the same time, I would caution that not all arbitrators would regard UNIDROIT hardship remedies as reflecting truly “international” \textit{lex mercatoria}.\textsuperscript{148}

\section*{V. Conclusion}

The CISG core content seems clear and familiar. But due to differences among existing domestic conceptions, the Convention founders sometimes opted for compromise, not least to avoid the alternative of no Convention at all.\textsuperscript{149} So, for better or for worse, some CISG provisions were formulated in open-ended fashion, whereas other issues were left untouched and unresolved, with some loose ends even tucked under the CISG rug.\textsuperscript{150} And so it should hardly seem surprising that we find continuing controversy and debate along the borderline between the CISG and domestic law.

Fortunately (for all of us who support the Convention), the great majority of international sales disputes will continue to revolve around everyday sales law claims, (e.g.) that the goods delivered do not conform to the contract; that they have not been delivered on time; etc. In these familiar contexts, the Convention will continue to provide a reasonably level default playing field for resolving problems of greatest practical importance. When it comes to
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more controversial CISG borderline issues, however, we must travel a winding and bumpier road. Indeed, given the sharply differing opinions on how to resolve some of these issues, I think lawyers who plan ahead—and who prefer well-defined rules to unwritten CISG principles—might do well to equip their clients’ contracts with choice-of-forum clauses, perhaps coupled with choice-of-law clauses which expressly supplement the CISG with domestic law.151

I realize that expansionist academics might discount the need for (and effect of) such clauses, since in their view the Convention “settles” most borderline issues without resort to domestic law; I also realize that the Scafom decision might further energize those same academics. Still, I doubt that many non-Belgian courts or arbitrators would be likely to follow that Cour de cassation lead. With no supranational court to keep the international community in line, courts in Contracting States need only have “regard” to decisions rendered by courts in other CISG States.152 And since the treaty does not tell national courts how much regard to have for foreign (e.g. Belgian) case law, I have argued that the relevant measure should depend on various factors, including not only the prominence of the court, but also the force of its reasoning and the apparent soundness of the result.153

I concede my argument is influenced by the American and Scandinavian doctrine with which I am most familiar.154 Still, I think the logic underlying this national doctrine also rings true here, although persuasiveness in the CISG context should of course include an appropriate measure of regard to the Convention’s international character and the need to promote uniformity in its application. And although I would not overestimate the foreign impact of the Israeli Supreme Court’s decision in Pamesa, I think it and similarly well-reasoned decisions might perhaps persuade some whose positions along the borderline are not yet entrenched. Even a few small steps in that direction would—in my opinion—be an encouraging development for international private law.

151. See Lookofsky, supra note 20, § 2.7 n.131.
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